
Battle of Magnesia
190BCE 

The legions face the phalanx



The build up to Magnesia
• Antiochus III facing a Roman 

army under Lucius Cornelius 
Scipio, brother of Scipio 
Africanus.
• Both armies rich with advisers:

• Scipio Africanus with his brother
• Hannibal with Antiochus

• Antiochus has strength in numbers –
perhaps 50,000 to 30,000 based on 
Livy and Appian.  But almost 
certainly a quality degradation (see 
Sabin and Grainger).

• Anthiochus wants to fight on the 
open plains to the East of Magnesia.

• Romans tempt him into battle in a 
tight space between two rivers.



The Battle location …..

??

Magnesia is now  modern 
day Manisa in Turkey.

Battle fought to the West 
of it where two rivers 

(Phrygius and Hermus) 
narrowed the battlefield to 
a few km in width.  Noted 
as where the river turned 
North narrowing the field 

of battle.

Despite not being able to 
field all troops Antiochus 

gives battle, perhaps being 
unable to wait with his 

army.



Command issues …

• When the battle was fought the famous advisors from Zama 
were not present:
• Scipio Africanus was ill and couldn’t assist his brother
• Hannibal Barca was missing after suffering a defeat in a naval 

battle at Eurymedon … and probably didn’t want to come 
back for fear of being captured by Rome…. so fled to Crete.

• Lucius Cornelius Scipio was not an expert commander and 
without his brother lacked both experience and skill.  

• Fortunately the Consul Gneaus Domitius was more expert and 
seems to have taken the lead in practice.
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Deployment PACTO

Antiochus III with 
the heavy cavalry 

wing

Left flank under 
Zeuxis led by 

scythed chariots

Phalanx and 
elephants under 

Philipos

Phalanx and 
elephants under 

Seleucus

Screen of skirmishers

Latin Legion and 
cavalry under 

Domitius

Eumenes of 
Pergamene with 

the cavalry

Rome Legions 
under Scipio

Latin Legion 
under Aemelius

Screen of Velites - ProtectedArchers and 
slingers
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The battle 1: the wings charge

Antiochus III with 
the heavy cavalry 

wing

Left flank under 
Zeuxis led by 

scythed chariots

Phalanx and 
elephants under 

Philipos

Phalanx and 
elephants under 

Seleucus

Screen of skirmishers

Latin Legion and 
cavalry under 

Domitius

Eumenes of 
Pergamene with 

the cavalry

Rome Legions 
under Scipio

Latin Legion 
under Aemelius

Screen of Velites - ProtectedArchers and 
slingers

Scythed chariots broken 
by missile fire and 

cause chaos

Heavy cavalry break the 
latin legion and attack 

the Roman camp
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2.Eumenes wins/phalanx exposed

Antiochus III with 
the heavy cavalry 

wing

Left flank under 
Zeuxis led by 

scythed chariots Phalanx and 
elephants under 

Philipos

Phalanx and 
elephants under 

Seleucus

Screen of skirmishers

Eumenes of 
Pergamene with 

the cavalry

Rome Legions 
under Scipio

Latin Legion 
under Aemelius

Screen of Velites - Protected

Archers and 
slingers

Eumenes breaks the 
Seleucid left flank

Velites clear away the 
opposing skirmishers 

opening the phalanx up 
to missile fire

Phalanx form squares 
each with 2 elephants 
within them to protect 

them from missiles

Antiochus’ victorious 
wing attempts to attack 

the Roman camp
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3: phalanx collapses

Antiochus III with 
the heavy cavalry 

wing

Phalanx and 
elephants under 

Philipos

Phalanx and 
elephants under 

Seleucus

Eumenes of 
Pergamene with 

the cavalry

Rome Legions 
under Scipio

Latin Legion 
under Aemelius

Screen of Velites - Protected

Archers and 
slingers

Eumenes pressures the 
flank of the phalanx

Velites missile fire 
panics the elephants 

who break through the 
phalanx

Lacking support the 
bulk of the central 
phalanx surrenders

Roman legions destroy 
the now disrupted 

phalanx with relative 
ease

Antiochus too slow to 
return with the cavalry 

to turn the battle



Pacto. - Lucius Cornelius Scipio



Pacto – Anthiochus



Pacto set up



Maximus – Lucius Cornelius Scipio



Maximus - Antiochus



Maximus set up



Discussion Points
• Why did Antiochus use such and unusual deployment?

• Fear of the Romans from past defeats?
• Weakness of the phalanx – maybe all combat shy in MeG terms?
• Most of the volume in his army perhaps incapable Asian rabble ill 

equipped to face Romans?
• Too many advisers with the best ones missing?
• Trying to create an unusual bluff deployment to confuse the Romans 

while attacking with his best troops à nearly worked.

• What would have happened if he had used a more traditional pike-
based attack? 
• Replaying the battle leading with the pikes as combat shy did very 

badly
• Replaying with a traditional deployment did better – a real 50/50 

game.
• Both still depended on the right wing doing well quickly.


